
 

 

Policy Advisory Team           Meeting Summary 

June 14, 2017 

Seattle, WA 
 

Participants: Darryl Reber-IERR, Megan Hyla-KCHA, Sharon Lee-LIHI, Tony To-HomeSight, Lisa Byers-OPAL CLT, Kathleen 

Hosfield-Homestead CLT, Paul Lambros-Plymouth Housing, Mark Smith-HCESC, Jackie Anderson-Snoho HSD, Patrick Tippy-

CCSWW, Bob Peterson-WSHFC, Maureen Fife-Habitat, Marty Kooistra-HDC, Roberta Schul-Bank of America, Renee Rooker-

Walla Walla HA, Mark Ellerbrook-King County, Ann Melone-US Bancorp CDC, Fred Safstrom-Housing Hope, Susan Duren-

WCRA, Judith Olsen-Impact Capital, Connie Brown-TPCAHC, Chris Pegg-Housing Opportunities of SWWA, Seth Lundgaard-

Sea Mar CHC, Denise Rodriguez-WHRC, Ginger Segel-Community Frameworks, Laurie Olson-Seattle Office of Housing, Jackie 

Moynahan-King County DCHS, Becky McCrary-City of Everett, Michele Thomas-WLIHA, Peggy Papsdorf-Pioneer Human 

Services, Klaas Nijhuis- ARC for Housing, Diane Klontz-Commerce, Emily Grossman-Commerce, Corina Grigoras-Commerce, 

Jason Davidson-Commerce, Nathan Peppin-Commerce, Jennifer Lane-Commerce 

 

Remote Participants: Kathryn McCormick-Tacoma Housing, Robin Koskey-Seattle OH, Samya Lutz-Bellingham, Kathryn 

Jacoby-Imagine, Melora Sharts-Spokane, Susan Wilson-ORFH, Ken Katahira-Snohomish Co, Felicia Medlen-Skagit Co, Dale 

Miller-CAC Whitman, Dever Haffner-Ratliffe-Commerce, Randi DuPrey-Commerce, Pam Denham-Commerce, Sarah Dunn-

Commerce, TyeRae Guined-Commerce, Karma Shannon♥Lawson-Commerce, Tanya Mercier-Commerce, Tina Hochwender-

Commerce, Mike Biever-Commerce, Leilani Hesser-Commerce 

Agenda Item Key Discussions/Decisions 

Introductions Members and participants were welcomed by Chris Pegg. Introductions made, agenda discussed, and 

attendees signed in. 

AHAB’s Housing 

Affordability 

Response Team 

(HART) 

Recommendations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HART (a group representing AHAB as a result of the Governor’s request that AHAB analyzes the broad 

spectrum of issues related to housing supply and recommends possible solutions) met five times to 

discuss, complete the study, and create a HART Recommendation Report. The report, which will provide 

a great starting point for AHAB’s Needs Assessment, includes seven recommendations that the team felt 

were key ideas the state should pursue to make immediate gains: 

1. Provide funding and support to local governments to plan for housing at every income level, 

especially for lower-income levels. 

2. Provide funding to local governments to assess land capacity through “buildable lands” reports. 

3. Provide broad-based education to encourage communities to facilitate the development of more 

affordable housing. 

http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/ahab-hart-affordablehousing-report-2017.pdf
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-Chris Pegg 

4. Seek responsible changes to development-related statutes and regulations to facilitate housing 

development. 

5. Provide stable and dependable state funding for housing by providing predictable funding to the 

Housing Trust Fund, making document-recording fees permanent, and encouraging local adoption 

of local housing levies. 

6. Encourage public agencies to consider underutilized publicly owned property as an opportunity for 

affordable housing. 

7. Continue this work into the future by finding opportunities to collaborate with existing work 

groups and projects to carry these ideas forward. 

 

HART recently met with the Governor’s Office and received positive feedback for the Report. The team’s 

next discussion will revolve around managing expectations to provide affordable, quality housing for 

those in the community. The discussion will include topics such as the need for sustainability, how to 

purvey the message to others, and the mitigating increasing costs. To have the HART Report 

presented to your organization, please reach out to Emily Grossman or Diane Klontz at 

Commerce. 

Department of 

Commerce Updates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Diane Klontz 

Commerce is following the extended legislative session, with positive hopes of a budget being passed by 

June 30. Contingency plans have been put into place, and contractors and developers are being notified 

of the circumstances surrounding a government shutdown.  

 

The 2017 Annual Point in Time Count report is final and available for viewing. The report reflects 

increases and decreases in homelessness, varying within each county. In total, the number of 

unsheltered people in Washington State increased by about 10%, and the number of sheltered increased 

by about 1%. Commerce and the local governments will continue to discuss the unsheltered increase, 

which seems to be a growing issue across the West Coast cities. For more information on the Point in 

Time count, please visit the Commerce PIT webpage.  

2017 Application 

Round Update 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In May-June, Commerce held five HTF application workshops throughout Washington (Seattle, 

Olympia, Everett, Spokane, Yakima), describing the new application and review process and providing 

an opportunity for feedback and questions. The workshops were very well received and attended, with a 

total count of 140. Surveys conducted after each workshop showed that participants welcome the new 

application evaluation criteria and believed it to be helpful during the application process. They were 

also thankful for the opportunity to provide feedback to and ask questions of the HTF staff. The 

presentations included a detailed description of the new application evaluation criteria and thresholds, 

and information on the upcoming Stage 2 process (no longer requiring a Stage 1 as prerequisite), as well 

mailto:emily.grossman@commerce.wa.gov
mailto:diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov
http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/hau-pit-summary-2017.pdf
http://www.commerce.wa.gov/serving-communities/homelessness/annual-point-time-count/
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HOME & National 

HTF Update  

 

 

as Commerce’s anticipated 2017-2018 budget for State, Federal, and Homeownership programs. The 

Workshop Slides are posted on the HTF Webpage for your viewing.  

 

Commerce is also looking into how to allocate the biennial appropriation between the two HTF funding 

cycles, 2017 and 2018. The team was leaning towards 50-60% in the first year, as suggestions were made 

during the previous biennium that front-loading (i.e., allocating most of the funds in the first year) may 

result in too much pressure on the local funders in the second year. Discussion ensued and 

recommendations were made by the PAT members and the meeting participants to front-load more than 

50-60% in the first year, in order to meet the statewide demand for housing and to help with advocating 

for a larger HTF appropriation in the upcoming Supplemental Budget. The Alliance agreed this would be 

a good approach and doesn’t foresee any issues as long as the approach is well communicated. Some 

meeting participants suggested to keep the 50/50 split, to help drive down costs and assist with 

maximizing the tax credit rounds and the availability of other public funding. To help clarify the overall 

preference, Chris asked for a show of hands, which indicated that most participants preferred 

frontloading, i.e., that HTF allocates most of the funds in the first year. Corina noted that discussions on 

how to allocate the funds in 2017 will continue within the HTF team and with other public funders. The 

final allocation proportions will also depend on what Stage 2 applications come in during the first round 

and the projects’ level of readiness and viability. 

 

At this time, there are no new awards being offered for the state O&M contracts. Commerce will 

continue maintaining the current O&M commitments—about 71. 

 

The HTF Contracts & Fiscal Team has been working to update the HTF contract templates. No major 

changes to the contractual requirements are anticipated. HTF contracts are being re-organized and will 

have a different look moving forward, with each program (HTF, HOME, homeownership, etc.) having 

their own “module.”  

 

Commerce will be looking into the demand and need of Homeownership (HO) projects, and would like to 

openly discuss the HO funding criteria and project monitoring with stakeholders and other public 

funders. An announcement will be made in the near future about forming a HO group. In the meantime, 

please reach out to Corina Grigoras at Commerce with any suggestions or input. 

 

Commerce anticipates receiving approximately $3 million in HOME funds and approximately $4 million 

in National HTF funds for the 2017 Federal funding round. A group met and discussed how to use 

National HTF funds for O&M and Commerce is considering allocating approximately 30% of the 

National HTF awards toward the projects’ O&M reserves. These O&M funds can only be used for the 

http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/hfu-workshop-stage-2-application-2017.pdf
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-Corina Grigoras 

units constructed with National HTF funds. This consideration is driven by continuous issues arising 

around operating and services expenses for high-service needs projects.  

WLIHA’s 

Legislative Updates  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Michele Thomas 

The Alliance continues to follow the bills being pushed through the Senate and House. A few specific 

updates presented by the Alliance: the document recording fee bill (SB 5252) written to keep the entire 

fee at the local level and not direct a percentage to state funds; the carbon tax bill (SB 5509) includes 

new additions in affordable housing. A new permanent supportive housing services Medicaid benefit will 

be made available and the program implementation is on a fast track. Please contact Michele Thomas at 

the Alliance directly for more information. To track where bills are at in the approval process, visit the 

Alliance’s Bills & Budget Tracker webpage or the WA State Legislature webpage. 

 

The Alliance also noted a somewhat pessimistic shift in attitudes toward the budget being passed by 

June 30, but remains hopeful. Shutdown consequences are continuously relayed to the Legislature. 

Regardless, policies and bills are being approved and pushed forward, and discussions on the hill 

continue to circle around community components that include housing and homelessness. The Alliance 

stated that it shouldn’t take long for the Legislature to agree on these tough discussions, but also stated 

they expect to see discussions focused on set-asides to last a bit longer. The final June Revenue Forecast 

is published and should give the Legislature another tool to help pass the budget. The Alliance also fully 

anticipates a 2018 Supplemental Budget and strongly recommends advocating for more funds to the 

HTF.  

LIHTC Program 

Updates  

 

 

 

 

 

-Bob Peterson 

The Tax Credit program is currently in the process of updating their Housing Credit Policies, and is 

accepting comments and conducting meetings to gather input on the proposed updates. The Proposed 

LIHTC Policy Changes focus around six major updates: Total Development Costs, Geographic Credit 

Pools, an Additional Low-Income Housing Commitment, Farmworker Housing, Eligible Tribal Areas, 

Leverage and Scoring, and the Land Acquisition Program. The deadline to comment on the proposed 

changes is August 23, 2017. Please reach out to the Commission for any questions, comments, or for 

further clarification needed. The LIHTC Policy discussions will take place following the deadline. Please 

stay tuned for those dates. 

Cost Containment, 

Affordable Housing 

Costs Discussion 

 

 

 

 

 

Reviewing the Cost Containment Policy was a “parking lot” item that arose during the Application 

Evaluation Tool Subcommittee meetings. This policy was created in 2012 at the request of the 

Legislature (see Report). The policy has been used since 2012 in the HTF application review process. 

Commerce discussed this policy with the subcommittee, as well as with many HTF applicants, and there 

was agreement that the policy needs to be re-evaluated.  

 

Discussions will continue on the needs of this policy, what currently drives costs, and how detailed costs 

are being monitored. Costs are currently reported to Commerce and other funders, but issues have 

http://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?BillNumber=5252&Year=2017
http://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?BillNumber=5509&Chamber=Senate&Year=2017
http://wliha.org/medicaid-benefit-resources
http://wliha.org/bill-and-budget-tracker
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/
http://www.erfc.wa.gov/forecasts/documents/p0617.pdf
http://www.wshfc.org/mhcf/9percent/policy.htm
http://www.wshfc.org/mhcf/9percent/policy.htm
http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/hfu-htf-cost-effectiveness-report-2012.pdf
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-Corina Grigoras 

arisen here and in other states that suggest questions may come up regarding how closely costs are 

being monitored. King County and other funders have also begun to discuss how to address these 

questions and message them in an appropriate manner.  

 

PAT Members and participants agree that further discussion needs to happen regarding keeping costs 

down, and compiling resources to help keep them down. A suggestion was made that competitive bidding 

is not helping keep costs down, and that the ability to re-negotiate contracts with general contractors 

might help more. Others suggested that current contractors are not interested in a “more affordable” 

model, such as tiny homes. HomesFirst explained their process for helping with costs as a pre-quoted, 

pre-priced model template to prepare them for project sustainability and maximize saving public money.  

 

At this time, there are two provisos in the House and Senate draft budgets that require a study or a 

comparison of affordable housing costs. Commerce is waiting to see the final budgets being passed. 

Depending of the final proviso and its outcomes, HTF expects that such a study or cost analysis will help 

inform the formulation of a revised HTF cost containment policy. 

Underwriting & 

Loans – 

Subcommittee 

Report 

 

 

 

 

-Jason Davidson 

The Underwriting & Loans Subcommittee was formed several months ago to standardize award 

loan/grant terms for HTF contracts. The subcommittee met three times so far, with much of the 

discussion focusing on alternative repayment options versus traditional amortizing loans. Draft 

definitions for cash flow loans available to service HTF debt obligations have been further discussed with 

operating and capital funders. The subcommittee has included service model expectations, use of reserve 

funds, and subsidy layering as part of these conversations. The goal of the subcommittee is to finalize a 

term sheet so funding structure expectations can be established earlier in the application and award 

cycle, which will provide more predictability and a more efficient contracting process for the successful 

applicants.  

Asset Management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Portfolio 

Preservation  

The HTF Asset Management team created an amendment application to help standardize the 

amendment and workout process. The amendment application and process was also presented at the 

May-June HTF Application Workshops and was well received. The amendment application’s intended 

uses are to request changes to a contract that is placed-in-service and address any emergent needs as 

they arise. The process can be initiated by Commerce or the contractor. The process also allows the Asset 

Management team to review and re-negotiate terms, if needed, and to collaborate with other funders 

before executing the amendment. Commerce confirmed that an amendment application can also be used 

to change income restrictions and expiring tax credits, and is approved on a deal-by-deal basis. 

 

The HTF team also presented at the five HTF workshops the budget proposal for preservation funds. 

Commerce has asked for many years for an appropriation to create a Portfolio Preservation program, 
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-Jason Davidson 

and this is the first time that HTF is likely to have this new resource for its portfolio properties. 

Preservation funds are identified in all three budget proposals, allocating $10,000,000 for competitive 

grants. Funds can only be used on existing HTF properties, and the NOFA is expected to be published in 

July 2017 (or as soon as the capital budget is passed) with funds committed in time for the next 

Supplemental Budget. The Amendment Application and Preservation Slides presented at the HTF 

Application Workshops are posted on the HTF webpage for your viewing. 

Closing Remarks Chris Pegg concluded the meeting, and encouraged members and participants to attend every PAT 

meeting in-person. 

Next PAT Meetings 

 

October 2, 2017 

9:00am – 12:00pm 

DoubleTree by Hilton 

Spokane 

AHAB Meeting to follow PAT Meeting; 

Coincides with Housing Washington Conference 

 

December 5, 2017 

9:00am – 12:00pm 

Pacific Tower 

Seattle 

AHAB Meeting to follow PAT Meeting 

 

 

http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/hfu-workshop-amendment-preservation-2017.pdf

